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Abstract. The article considers topical issues of organizing distance
learning of teaching Russian as a foreign language at university in the
context of the global COVID-19 pandemic. The purpose of the study,
based on the practice of working with foreign citizens, was to analyze the
efficiency of university training of foreigners in Russian using Internet
technologies. The work focuses on the importance and feasibility of using
modern methods of teaching Russian as a foreign language to achieve
optimal results of the educational process. Methodologically, the study is
based on the basic principles and provisions of the systemic and
structural-functional approaches. The authors of the article note that,
contrary to the prevailing stereotype, distance learning is a rather
promising form of organizing the educational process with a number of
positive aspects. It contributes to the successful solution of basic
pedagogical tasks, allowing foreign students to form both linguistic and
professional competence in Russian universities. The article concludes that
in modern conditions, Russian as foreign language teachers should
constantly improve their level of technical literacy, choosing from a
significant number of opportunities provided by the worldwide network,
optimal for achieving the educational tasks set in a specific situation.
Besides, the successful organization of the distance learning process is not
possible without a fundamental rethinking of methodological guidelines
and techniques used by a teacher. According to the authors, special
attention is paid to methods of productive influence on the educational
motivation of foreign students. Such balanced approach guarantees high
efficiency of the distance educational process in teaching Russian as a
foreign language.
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The epidemiological situation in Russia during the global COVID-19 pandemic affected the
entire education system and forced universities to switch to complete distance learning.
“Distance learning is a form of education in which the interaction between teachers and
between students themselves is carried out at a distance” [1]. In the changed conditions of
academic activity, an urgent need arose to rethink the traditional approaches to organizing
the process of teaching Russian as a foreign language, which determines the relevance of
this study. The scientific novelty of such works lies in the generalization of teaching staff
experience in the professional training of foreign citizens at Russian universities through
distance learning.

The theoretical understanding of a complex phenomenon of online training of foreigners
was addressed in the works by such recognized RFL experts and the theory and practice of
distance learning as E.S. Polat [1], I.I. Baranova, M.V. Vinogradova, M.Yu. Dotsenko T.P.
Zaichenko [2]. The distance method of organizing the educational process has obvious
disadvantages and undeniable strengths as well, which forces linguists to improve their
technical and pedagogical skills, based on the realities of the current situation.

The purpose of the article is to analyze the efficiency of university training of foreigners
in Russian in the context of distance communication between students and teachers to
improve the quality of students’ universal and professional competencies, to present the
possibilities of using modern methods of teaching Russian as a foreign language (RFL) in
philologists’ practice. Achievement of this purpose required the solution of several specific
tasks, for example, to show the need for competent use of the capabilities of information
and computer technologies to create a full-fledged educational environment; to outline
methodically effective techniques for increasing students’ educational motivation,
developing the skills of independent work in the distance learning mode.

2 Methods
The methodological basis of the study is formed by the principles and provisions of the
systemic and structural-functional approaches.

3 Results and discussion
With the transition of the educational process to the online environment, the question arose
not only about ensuring the continuity of the educational process, but also about its
efficiency, which directly depends on various factors, primarily on the readiness of
university teachers for this form of education, the availability of necessary technical means
for the feedback of teachers with students, the existence of appropriate educational
resources. RFL teachers were forced to quickly adapt to the new distance learning mode
and significantly revise training forms, methods and techniques in order to maintain the
quality of teaching at the required level and to form foreign students’ foreign language
literacy and communicative competencies necessary for their successful social-cultural and
professional communication in Russian in the future.

Distance learning as a type of interactive communication is intended “for professional
training and retraining using advanced information technologies” [3]. Undoubtedly, the
Internet has a significant potential for learning opportunities, contributing to the maximum
approximation of the distance environment to the traditional training conditions, “which
effectively helps to achieve educational goals in the process of continuous interaction
between teachers and students and between students themselves when performing diverse
communication tasks online” [4]. In distance learning, one of the main tasks of a modern
teacher is the selection and use of the most effective information teaching aids [5-7].
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RFL teachers should have digital literacy and be able to apply modern information and
communication technologies (ICT) in linguodidactic activities, which are becoming an
integral part of distance learning. In the context of language education, they have the ability
to create a unified technological learning language environment and are able to form in
foreign students all the necessary communicative, general professional and professional
competencies, as well as cognitive skills to search and analyze information and apply
Internet technologies for self-education. “The use of digital information resources in
teaching is becoming the most important feature of optimization of the educational process
at modern universities” [8]. For the organization of distance learning, various technological
platforms, information and educational environments, various software resources and
telecommunication types can be used.

The Internet provides foreign students with the possibility of real communication in the
target language, access to authentic educational and methodological materials (electronic
textbooks, manuals, presentations, reference books and encyclopedias) and a huge number
of educational resources in text, audio and video formats. Also, the university electronic
information educational environment (EIEE) allows uploading an unlimited amount of
original educational content (text and multimedia training materials), as well as tasks for
current and intermediate certification. Modern information and communication
technologies allow teachers to effectively organize the learning process so that students
study actively and with interest, see the results of their activities, learn to work
independently, i.e. in this case, one can talk about the motivating function of ICT in the
educational process [9-11].

Distance learning requires the use of various Internet platforms that provide all the
necessary types of communication for participants in the educational process – teachers and
students (video communication, voice communication, text messaging, sending audio
messages and files), which helps to make the process of teaching Russian as a foreign
language as efficient as possible and close to the usual traditional form (classroom training).
Zoom and Skype platforms are the most convenient for studying; they allow organizing
productive educational activities of foreign students (individual or group activities) in the
online mode using video communication (synchronous learning). Making conference calls
with a large number of participants creates the necessary “effect” of the presence of all
participants in the educational process at an offline lesson in a classroom environment.
Two-way “teacher-student” communication allows the teacher to control all developed
speech skills and abilities of foreign students, as well as the degree of understanding of the
studied subject, which increases the efficiency of teaching Russian. Zoom and Skype
platforms also allow students to demonstrate a variety of multimedia resources
(presentations made in Microsoft PowerPoint, EduGlogster, Prezi, Twitter, audio and video
presentations), text educational material in the form of Word and Pdf files. They have chats
to exchange messages, to transfer audio and video files.

It is also advisable for teachers to use network technologies for an asynchronous mode
of teaching Russian as a foreign language, for example, the use of the Moodle platform for
testing, various messengers (WhatsApp, Viber, Telegram, Facebook, etc.) to create group
chats to coordinate the work of groups, send assignments, links to necessary materials, to
edit students’ written assignments.

Electronic communication is an effective language practice. “Modern computer
technologies provide new opportunities in organizing practical sessions and independent
work of students, and make it possible to improve the system for assessing the results of
mastering the discipline” [12]. Digital tools activate the educational process, use various
channels of students’ perception, increase their level of motivation. Information and
communication technologies are focused on empowering international students. “Modern
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higher professional education should guarantee a future specialist the successful adaptation
to conditions of professional activity” [13].

Distance learning, the impossibility of full immersion in the language environment, the
lack of constant contact with native speakers, the psychological isolation of students not
only make specialists pay close attention to the technical aspect of distance communication
with students, but also help to rethink in many ways the traditional methodology of
teaching the discipline that has developed over the years. In particular, it seems necessary to
pay special attention to systemic repetition, consolidation of language material, starting
from the very first steps of its mastery. As mentioned above, distance learning assumes a
variety of forms of technical communication with students: from communication through
various video communication services to thematic correspondence in chats. According to
the authors’ observations, the efficiency of language learning increases when a particular
topic is presented sequentially in several different ways. Thus, when learning the Russian
case system, studying the meanings of cases, it is advisable to discuss grammatical material
in an online lesson and then fix it in the chat, duplicating the theory and completing a
number of tasks of different levels of complexity. Home reading texts, audio and video
materials sent to students should also contain a high percentage of appropriate grammatical
structures.

The concentric system of presentation and distribution of lexical and grammatical
material, generally somewhat slowing down the pace of learning, in a situation of distance
communication between a teacher and foreign students is a fundamentally important
approach. Multiple repetitions of what was previously studied with the subsequent gradual
expansion of the coverage of related linguistic forms allows deeply penetrating into the
essence of the studied phenomena.

Long-term observations of distance learning Russian as a foreign language during the
pandemic suggest that the level of students’ educational has decreased. The obvious
prerequisites for this phenomenon are a number of objective factors. In addition to being
isolated from the Russian-speaking environment, foreign students found themselves in
almost complete isolation from the educational team, from the psychologically comfortable
extracurricular communication with groupmates. The inability to clearly make plans for the
future, the lack of lively, emotionally positive communication in Russian and the
atmosphere of student community necessary for social interaction – all this leads to a
decrease in the desire to learn, to a pessimistic assessment of prospects for the personal
cognitive activity. “A student with a low level of motivation is not able to develop the
competencies he/she needs as a professional in the chosen field of study” [14]. The lack of
direct contact with the teacher in the educational process also creates a certain obstacle.
Researchers note that “a teacher’s role in the process of their adaptation to the conditions of
the new academic and socio-cultural environment is certainly important for foreign
students. Direct communication with the teacher helps to eliminate psychological barriers,
emotionally lighten the situation and increase educational motivation” [2].

Moreover, the objective difficulty of the Russian language for perception, the need to
analyze and master complex linguistic phenomena even at an elementary level of education
often make students doubt their own strengths and desire to continue studies. Obviously,
when mastering the phonetic, lexical, grammatical aspects of the Russian language, a strict
systematic approach is needed; missing classes at one of the stages causes difficulties when
working at a higher level.

The current difficult situation in the field of economics has led to a significant increase
in the number of working students, which also negatively affects class attendance, academic
performance and cognitive motivation among students.

To positively influence the degree of foreign students’ interest in the academic
discipline, it is necessary to make the course more advanced, interesting, pragmatic: to use
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examples-illustrations that are thematically relevant to young people, introduce a cultural
component in classes by telling about Russia, its history, culture, nature, cities, sights,
traditions. The close connection of the studied grammatical material with speaking practice
will also be in demand, when phrases often used in everyday life are given to students for
the analysis, reproduction and memorization.

The widespread use of capabilities of the global network also seems to be very effective.
In distance learning the student does not have any difficulties with viewing and listening to
the content recommended by the teacher: additional video lessons on RFL, presented in free
access, songs in Russian, films, animation. It will increase the educational motivation and
constant desire of a specialist teacher to create situations of success for students in which
they can see their language learning progress, get a detailed assessment of their
achievements [15, 16]. Also, systematic work on creating a full-fledged educational team in
a group where students will be able to communicate in Russian, evaluate each other,
exchange comments, advice, wishes and strive not to lag behind their groupmates, reaching
a new level of training together, will help to stimulate cognitive motivation.

4 Conclusion
Summarizing the above, it can be concluded that distance learning is a rather promising
form of study, and the correct organization of the educational process when teaching
Russian as a foreign language in an online environment allows students to develop all the
communication and speech skills and abilities required for mastering the Russian language,
as well as to form all necessary universal, general professional and professional
competences, i.e. contributes to the successful achievement of pedagogical objectives and
the effective implementation of all learning-related goals.

Speaking about the prospects of distance learning of the Russian language at university,
it should be noted that in order to switch to complete online education, teachers need not
only to have extensive experience in the digital educational environment, but also to rethink
the search for technical teaching aids, modify the methodological basis and learn to
combine technical capabilities with methodological literacy.
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